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Because I forgot . . .

. . . to tell you about two important, time-sensitive happenings in last week's eNewsletter, this is coming to you mid-week. Here's what I
forgot:

The Online Needlework Show . . .

. . . begins today. In fact, it opened several hours ago (11 am MST, which is our year-long time zone) ~ and you don't want to miss this!
It runs through midnight on Monday, April 20 (I assume that's EDT), but don't wait till the last minute to visit and shop and order. The
Web address is www.theneedleworkshow.com ~ and here are just a few of the new things that you will see:
"Anne Hathaway Needlebook" ($15) from our Linda Vinson/Needlemade Designs . Linda has had this designed and stitched for some
time, but she has now completed its charting and publication. Here are views of the front ... the back ... the interior ... and a close-up of
the interior detail of the floral embellishment at the bottom of the inside needle page.

Also from Linda/Needlemade Designs, an expanded design in her "Reversible Sampler" chart ($15) that now includes a scissors fob and
needlebook as well as detailed, diagrammed instructions for hem stitching. Of course, as in the first printing of her Reversible Sampler,
this printing includes detailed and well diagrammed instructions for stitching reversibly and remarkably! Here's the front of the
sampler, the back, and the fob and needlebook.

You will also see at the online show these new scissors from Paula/Kelmscott Designs:

The Owl Scissors ($11) are absolutely adorable and the smoothness with which they open and close belies their $11 pricetag. And the
matte black finish on this latest addition to Paula's Little Gems scissors series ($9) makes it another must-have!
And from the very talented Paulette, that is, Paulette Stewart/Plum Street Samplers, her two newest designs, Bird in the Bower and
Rubie Owl's Sampler:

If my stitching to-do basket got caught in a tornado and all that remained were Plum Street Sampler designs, I could very happily spend
the rest of my days with those and my needle and silk and linen. I love everything that Paulette does. We are fortunate beyond words
to have talent such as hers enriching our passion.

This Very Brief Trunk Show . . .

. . . is the other time-sensitive news that I needed to tell you about. These beautiful handmade, hand-carved needlework accessories
from the workshop of Roger Steinbach in Virginia were hand-carried on the airplane yesterday by Roger's wife, Ann, who will hand-carry
any that remain on Friday morning when she returns to Virginia, so I needed to get you photos and information about these in short
order. These are no-discount consignment items, and some are one of a kind, so don't delay if you wish to order any of these. (Those of
you who ordered the mermaid pieces last November, your orders are here and will be processed shortly.) Prices and brief descriptions
are below each photo:

Mermaid pinkeep & ruler, $75 ~ rabbit waxer; $42, pinkeep; $45, ruler, $37

Acorn waxer, $40; pinkeep, $45; ruler, $35; threadwinder, $30; lampwork bead scissors fob, $15 ~ house pinkeeps (both large & small),
$47; ruler, $37; threadwinder, $35.

Elizabethan group: slipper, $35; glove pinkeep (each one a bit different), $48; crown waxer, $42 ~ beeskep ruler, $35; pinkeep, $43;
waxer (that I forgot to include in the photograph :-(), $40; threadwinder, $33; AND bee ruler, $38.

Pineapple ruler, $38; pinkeep, $47; waxer, $42 ~ acorn pinkeep, $45; waxer, $40; ruler, $35; and threadwinder (that I forgot to include
in the photograph), $30.

Whale (please specify dark or light wood) pinkeeps, $47; ruler, $37; waxer, $42 ~ scallop shell pinkeeps (large and small), $55, ruler,
$40, waxer, $47.

Hedgehog pinkeep, $45; ruler, $37; waxer, $42 ~ fish pinkeep, $48 ~ canoe ruler, $37.

Bird pinkeep, $47; ruler, $35 ~ pinkeeps, various shapes: beveled oval, $40; heart, $40; beveled diamond, $43; oval, $40, and beveled
oval again, $40 ~ and fancy square threadwinders, three different woods, $35 each.

Two small lidded sewing boxes (the dark one with the heart embellishment is Ann's model and not for sale), each $60.

On Its Way . . .

. . . April's shipment of the next one in Little House Needleworks' "Little Woman Virtue" series, Loving & Faithful ($14) ~ this comes
with an alphabet so that you can personalize this perfectly for a very special friend or loved one, shown in a beautiful blue frame with a
timeworn finish from Family Tree Frames ($42) ~ we have the frame in both a size to accomodate the 28-count design or the smaller
40-count version as well.

. . . and Blackbird Designs' "April Showers," next in their VERY popular stocking series, arrived at our distributor today and will be
shipped to us sometime this week, so soon you will have yours! Here's a sneak peek at one of the stockings in the chart:

. . . and these absolutely adorable "Friendship Samplers" ($18), six in the chartpack, also arrived at that distributor yesterday and will be
shipped in that same box, so next week it will be a banner week! We also have lots of the Twisted Threads tin frames ordered and hope
they will all arrive soon as well.
Thanks for your patience ~ the silence from quiet needles is deafening!

Some Very Cool Stuff that is Here!!!

Photo No. 1

Photo No. 2

Photo No. 3

Project bags ($28) stitching accessory bags ($12) from Graceful Threads , all handmade in superb fabric combinations. When ordering
from this newsletter, please specify Photo No. 1, 2, or 3 and in which position in the photo, so that we get it right! Please note that the
fabric in the set in Photo No. 3, far left, is gone and we can only offer what came in this order. I'm sorry that the plastic in which
these came has caused some reflection problems ~ I was in too much of a hurry today to "fix" it ~ but I will at another time. The most
difficult thing about these beautiful bags is deciding which ones you can live without ~ they are all so lovely!
Also from Country Stitches, from left to right, some wonderful bunny things, "Easter Peep Ornament" ($9) ~ "Chocolate Bunnies" ($9)
~ "Hoppin' Along Sampler" ($9).

From Sandra Sullivan/Homespun Elegance, "Stitching Treasure Box with Sheep Waxer" includes the painted and distressed paper
maiche box, design, polyfil, and the beeswax sheep, all for $15! The box meaxures 3 1/2" wide by 1 3/8" high. "Miniature Samplers
VIII" ($9) are all shown in hand-grained frames that retail for $26 to $34, another bargain!

"The Stitching Lady" ($9) is pictured in two different frames. The frame on the right is a limited-edition frame ($43) that is perfect
for this design. The scissors fobs are $10 each ~ the Shepherdess Fob is decoupaged and the Sheep Heart Fob is handpainted.

From Bent Creek, "Black Sheep" kit ($22) ~ "Tree of Me" (w/buttons, $10) ~

~ "The BurROW" kit ($20) with its adorable hedgehogs ~ and "So Happy" ($10 w/buttons) also includes the "Spring Hope" design

From Cathy Jean of The Victoria Sampler, "Family Quilt" ($58 w/accessory pack) features a heart-warming verse, "The warmth of
family memories All the seasons of our years Become a treasured patchwork A quilt forever dear" that many of us with fond family
memories can relate to.

And four new designs from The Cricket Collection , each $8:
Row 1, "French Pantry" and "Apron Strings" ~ Row 2, "Wilde Rabbits" and "Carrot Cake"

That's all for this mid-week edition of our newsletter. As always, thank you for allowing us into your "In" box ~ and if you ever wish to
be removed from our database, please reply to this e-mail with the subject line reading: REMOVE ~ and we will stop these from coming
in and cluttering your mailbox.
Our absolutely delightful Spring weather continues, with the highs today matching those in Minneapolis! It's only supposed to be 68!
The wind could go away anytime soon, but please don't tell the world that there's a phenomenon here in the Southwest desert where the
global warming apparently sucked all of the "warming" out of here and is sharing it with the rest of the world. How lovely!
And if you do get to visit us anytime soon, you will want to add to your agenda a visit to our beautiful Desert Botanical Gardens
(www.dbg.org) where there is currently on exhibit out among the desert plants "The Nature of Glass: Chihuly" ~ it's a must-see. And if
you go, make reservations for the evening slot, 4 - 8 pm, because while the glass sculptures are spectacular any time of the day, they are
absolutely stunning at night when lit. We went with our family last Friday night, and dear Tyler said repeatedly, "Thank you, Grandma,
for bringing us here. This is the coolest thing you've ever taken us to." What a kid!
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